Abstract -Explosive growth of WiFi traffic calls for new technologies to dramatically improve spectrum efficiency. In this paper, we propose an approach to adapt the spectrum on a per-frame basis. It consists of three major components: (i) a fine-grained spectrum access design that allows a sender and receiver to change their transmission and reception spectrum on demand, (ii) fast and accurate spectrum detection that allows a receiver to determine which spectrum is used by its sender on a per-frame basis by exploiting the IEEE 802.11 preamble structure, and (iii) an efficient spectrum allocation algorithm that determines which spectrum to use for each transmission by taking into account frequency diversity and interference. It can further be adapted to perform a joint assignment of spectrum, schedule, and access point (AP) for each frame. Using a SORA implementation and trace-driven simulation, we demonstrate the feasibility of per-frame spectrum adaptation and its significant benefit over existing channel assignment approaches. To our knowledge, this is the first per-frame spectrum adaptation prototype for WiFi networks.
INTRODUCTION
Motivation: As WiFi traffic has grown explosively, new technologies have to be developed to dramatically improve spectrum efficiency and keep up with the users' ever increasing traffic demands. In response to this need, a recent trend in wireless standards is to adopt wider spectrum to increase data rates. For example, IEEE 802.11n [20] supports up to 40 MHz channels and IEEE 802.11ac [24] further increases the channel width up to 160 Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. MHz. However, simply using larger channel width is not always desirable. For instance, IEEE 802.11n has a known problem that a node using a 40MHz channel can be easily starved by nodes using 20MHz channels [5, 35] . Moreover, a wider channel reduces the communication range due to less concentrated energy [3] and also increases energy consumption due to a higher sampling rate. In contrast, WIFI-NC [5] advocates using narrowband channels to reduce MAC overhead as well as improve energy efficiency at the cost of more guard bands or reduced SNR.
Instead of fixing to a narrowband or a wideband, we believe the right approach is to determine spectrum based on the application need and current channel condition. By doing this, we can achieve the best of both worlds. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1 , where an AP communicates with a mobile device on a 10MHz channel to conserve power and achieve a higher SNR over the same distance, communicates with a laptop on a standard 20MHz channel to balance power and bandwidth requirements, and communicates with HDTV on a wider channel to achieve high capacity. These transmissions need not be synchronized for maximum flexibility. The AP here may be either a sender or receiver of these transmissions. When it acts as a sender, it should be able to quickly switch the channel on a per-frame basis depending on which receiver the current frame is destined to; when it acts as a receiver, ity should be able to not only quickly switch the spectrum but also detect which spectrum the incoming transmission uses on a perframe basis so that it can switch to the right spectrum to receive the incoming signals.
The need for dynamic spectrum adaptation further increases when the best channel changes quickly (e.g., due to fast fading or dynamic traffic). If the receivers can promptly feed back the channel quality, which is made feasible with low overhead thanks to recent advances in feedback technologies, such as feedback compression [15] , full duplex radios [6, 12] , and embedding feedback in the data traffic [7] , the transmitters can immediately adapt the spectrum to achieve high performance.
Challenges:
In order to support the above functionalities, we need the following three fundamental capabilities:
• A sender or receiver should promptly switch to the desired spectrum. Tuning the spectrum parameter (e.g., center frequency and channel width) in hardware incurs too long delay.
• A receiver should accurately detect the spectrum used by the transmission within a preamble time. There are many possible combinations of channel width and center frequency, which makes accurate and fast detection challenging.
• Given the capability of fine-grained spectrum access, it is important to determine which spectrum to use for each transmission to optimize performance and avoid interference.
Our approach: To address these challenges, we develop Finegrained Spectrum Adaptation (FSA) that allows (i) a transmitter and a receiver to dynamically change the center frequency and channel width on a per-frame basis and (ii) a receiver to quickly identify the spectrum used by the sender based on the IEEE 802.11 preamble signature. In particular, a sender freely selects its channel width and center frequency without coordination with its receiver. It uses flexible baseband design to virtually change the spectrum, and optionally transmit multiple narrowband signals using one wideband radio. The receiver detects the transmission within the preamble detection phase using a novel spectrum detection method based on the special characteristics of the preamble in the frequency domain.
Then it performs spectrum shaping, sampling clock and filter adjustment, and compensation for the center frequency difference of data symbols while fixing the hardware parameters. If multiple signals are transmitted, the receiver can decode all the signals from different subbands. Built on the capability of per-frame spectrum adaptation, we then develop an algorithm to select the spectrum to use for each transmission according to the current channel condition. Different from OFDMA scheduling, which targets synchronous transmissions in cellular networks, our spectrum allocation works for unsynchronous transmissions (i.e., transmissions from the same or different nodes are not synchronized) as common in WiFi networks. Our algorithm takes into account both frequency diversity and interference, and can support joint allocation of spectrum, schedule, and AP. Our algorithm is flexible: (i) an AP can use different spectrum to communicate with different clients or with the same client at different time depending on the current channel condition, and (ii) a frame can be allocated to non-contiguous spectrum or even to different APs if it improves performance.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follow:
• A baseband design that allows a sender and receiver to quickly change their frequency bands. It is fully compatible with 802.11a PHY: an FSA enabled device can communicate with a legacy 802.11a device that does not know FSA (Section 3.1).
• A simple yet effective algorithm that lets a receiver accurately determine which spectrum is used by the sender and how it is used by exploiting the IEEE 802.11 preamble structure (Section 3.2).
• An algorithm that selects the appropriate spectrum to use for each transmission by taking into account both frequency diversity and interference (Section 4).
• A SORA implementation that demonstrates the feasibility of spectrum adaptation on a per-frame basis and its performance benefit, and trace-driven simulations that show its effectiveness in more general scenarios. To our knowledge, this is the first WiFi compatible per-frame spectrum adaptation prototype (Section 5 and 6).
RELATED WORK
Our work is closely related to the following three broad areas: (i) spectrum virtualization, (ii) dynamic spectrum access, and (iii) spectrum allocation.
Spectrum virtualization:
The signal bandwidth has long been considered to be determined by RF front-end, which takes nonnegligible delay to change. In commercial hardware, changing the channel width takes over 1 ms; and even in advanced RF hardware, it takes more than 100 μs [27] . Recently, spectrum virtualization techniques change the spectrum in baseband level while fixing the RF bandwidth [10, 32] . Using signal shaping techniques such as sampling rate conversion and frequency shifting, it changes spectrum with little overhead. This allows a sender to use different spectrum on a per-frame basis. However, [10, 32] do not consider how the sender and receiver agree which spectrum to use. Rodin [2] develops a new preamble for a receiver to identify the spectrum used by the sender. Different from Rodin, our approach is compatible with WiFi by leveraging the existing preamble in IEEE 802.11. Dynamic spectrum access: Ranveer et. al. [3] show that dynamically changing channel width gives better throughput than using a static wide channel, and proposes SampleWidth to dynamically adjust the channel width. As it relies on RF for channel switching, the switching delay is significant. To reduce overhead, it adapts the channel width only infrequently. Moreover, an AP has to use the same channel width for all clients. Our FSA overcomes these issues by using faster and more flexible spectrum adaptation.
WiFi-NC [5] proposes using narrow channels to improve spectrum efficiency. This is based on the following insights: (i) the relative overhead of PHY/MAC is smaller in narrower channels, (ii) it is challenging to efficiently support heterogeneous channel widths, and (iii) the spectrum may be fragmented and only leave narrow channels available. However, narrow channels tend to incur a higher overhead due to more guard bands. While WiFi-NC uses sharp elliptic filters to achieve narrow guard bands, it incurs preamble dilation and requires a larger CP.
FICA [31] also advocates narrower sub-channels. Different from WiFi-NC, the subchannels in FICA are dependent and transmissions across different sub-channels should be synchronized within a few microseconds. Therefore, as pointed out in [5] , FICA is essentially a wide single-channel system with multiple inter-dependent narrow sub-channels.
SWIFT [26] and JELLO [34] dynamically allocate spectrum depending on the narrowband interference or the traffic demand, but they require coordination for the spectrum agreement. ASN [35] allows adaptive subcarrier selection and detection using the preamble. But it assumes all nodes use the same OFDM structure and is only applicable when they use the same RF bandwidth. Also, its detection method is similar to STD, which significantly underperforms FSA as shown in Section 5.
The emerging IEEE 802.11ac standard supports up to 160MHz wide channel communication and provides dynamic bandwidth management mode that allows 20MHz subchannel communication [24] . It uses RTS and CTS exchange for spectrum agreement and incurs significant overhead.
Spectrum allocation: WhiteFi [1] provides WiFi like connectivity in TV spectrum. Its detection algorithm exploits different ACK time duration under different channel width. It requires storing the signal and defers decoding till the end of ACK reception, which increases decoding delay and complicates system design. In comparison, FSA detects the bandwidth using the preamble and the receiver can immediately start decoding as soon as it receives data signals. Moreover, the detection algorithm in WhiteFi works only when the center frequency of the sender and the receiver are aligned, which is not required by FSA.
FLUID [27] dynamically allocates spectrum. To address significant channel switching overhead, it uses two WiFi interfaces to hide the switching delay and also switches channel less frequently. Our work is inspired by FLUID and benefits from their proposed interference model, but differs from it in the following ways: (i) our spectrum adaptation is done on a per-frame basis (a few microseconds in FSA vs. above 4 ms in FLUID), (ii) our flexible baseband allows an AP to transmit multiple frames simultaneously on different spectrum, whereas FLUID allows an AP to transmit only one frame at a time, which limits spectrum efficiency, and (iii) we support allocating a frame to non-contiguous spectrum and perform joint AP assignment and spectrum adaptation.
FINE-GRAINED SPECTRUM ACCESS
We develop fine-grained spectrum access. It consists of a baseband design for a sender and receiver to quickly change the spectrum and spectrum detection scheme for a receiver to identify the spectrum used by the sender. Once the receiver detects the spectrum, the standard decoding is used to decode signals on the detected spectrum.
Baseband Design
We first introduce the baseband system design of FSA. As Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC), Digital to Analog Conversion (DAC), baseband to passband conversion, and passband to baseband conversion are performed in inflexible Radio Frequency (RF) front-end hardware, we describe how to implement FSA using flexible baseband signal processor. Our design goal is to support efficient spectrum change with negligible overhead. In this paper, since the maximum bandwidth of SORA is limited to 20MHz, we assume the physical bandwidth of the radio is 20MHz and confine possible channel widths to 5, 10, and 20MHz, but our system design is general enough to apply to wider band systems.
One easy way to communicate through narrow channel is to use a small number of subcarriers for data transmission in OFDM systems. Examples of such systems include FICA [31] and OFDMA. This approach is inflexible because it works only when transmitters in different spectrum are tightly synchronized with very small misalignment [5] .
Another option is to use narrower subcarrier width. IEEE 802.11a standard uses this approach to support 5MHz and 10MHz channels in addition to the default 20MHz channels. Most commercial WiFi devices support it. This is also what we use in our system. By reducing the subcarrier width, most of the timing related values increase inversely proportional to the reduction ratio, while the basic PHY architecture remains the same. For example, an OFDM symbol duration is 4μs in 20MHz channel, and increases to 16μs in 5MHz. While the number of subcarriers remains constant (i.e., 64), the bandwidth of each subcarrier is adjusted proportional to the channel width. For example, the subcarrier widths in 20MHz and 5MHz channels are 312.5KHz and 78.1KHz, respectively. The benefit of this approach is that nodes in different spectrum can independently communicate without the need to synchronize. However, most commercial devices incur non-negligible delay in changing the channel width, so it is too costly to change on a per-frame basis. Instead we use upsampling and downsampling to adjust subcarrier width without increasing delay. Transmitter: Figure 2 (a) shows the baseband system design to send multiple narrowband signals using one wideband RF hardware. Based on the available channel and the application requirement, the sender decides which spectrum to use. If the channel width is determined to be 5MHz or 10MHz, instead of changing the hardware sampling clock in RF-frontend, it performs upsampling in the baseband processor. Assuming that the signal rate is fixed, upsampling process adds interpolated samples for each signal. This increases the signal duration, which in turn decreases the spectrum width of the signal [23] . More specifically, upsampling by a factor of N increases the sampling rate to N times by adding N -1 interpolated samples for every signal and decreases the bandwidth to the ratio of . Using the baseband signals generated by 802.11a PHY, we generate 10MHz and 5MHz bandwidth signals through upsampling by factors of 2 and 4, respectively. As upsampling process generates image of the signal outside the band, Low Pass Filtering (LPF) is required to avoid generating adjacent channel interference [23] .
In addition to changing the channel width, if the transmitting spectrum and RF hardware have different center frequency, we need to shift the center frequency as follows. Suppose that the center frequency of the RF hardware is tuned to f c, but the sender wants to use the center frequency f c + Δ . This difference can be compensated in the baseband level as follow. Let s[n] be the baseband signal that the sender transmits, and Δ be the difference between the desired and the hardware center frequency. We generate frequency shifted signal s fs [ If the sender transmits multiple signals through more than one subband, it unsamples all signals to 40MHz since the widest possible signal in our implementation is 20MHz and should be upsampled to 40MHz according to Nyquist Theorem while the narrower band signals is upsampled to the same level to ease processing. Then the sender adds the upsampled signals up at the mixer and delivers to the RF hardware, where it performs DAC and baseband to passband up-conversion to transmit the signals over the air. Since all signals have the same sampling rate regardless of their original data bandwidth, we can easily send them together. A similar technique has been used in SVL [32] and PICASSO [10] .
Receiver: As shown in Figure 2 , upon the arrival of a signal, the receiver performs passband to baseband down-conversion and ADC at the RF front-end and then uses the spectrum detector to determine which subband the sender uses for transmission. After the detector detects the start of the frame and estimates its channel width and center frequency, the receiver performs the following spectrum shaping. First, if the RF center frequency and the receiving spectrum are different, similar to the center frequency shifting at the sender side, the receiver compensates it by multiplying e −j2πΔn to the received baseband signals. Second, it filters the signal outside the channel width by LPF to avoid the adjacent channel interference. Third, it downsamples the signal to match the sampling rate to that of the transmitter (e.g., downsampling by a factor of 1 2 for 10MHz signal). After that, the signal is delivered to the 802.11a PHY decoder. While the decoder is decoding the signal that has already been detected, the detector keeps sensing the spectrum to detect new signal from the remaining idle spectrum. The detail of the spectrum detector is introduced in Section 3.2.3.
A natural question in the receiver design is whether spectrum can be changed quickly enough to match that of the sender before the receiver starts channel estimation using the preamble. When the receiver changes its filter bandwidth, it incurs some delay since it generates valid output only after filling a few samples in the sample memory registers. This delay is called filter group delay [23] , and is negligible compared to the preamble duration. As we will show in Section 3.2, our spectrum detection algorithm requires 64 samples while the preamble for detection consists of 160 samples. As most digital filters provide enough cutoff bandwidth when the group delay is less than 20 samples, the remaining preamble samples after the spectrum detection are enough for the adjusted filter to take effect before the channel estimation takes place. Moreover, the frequency shifting and downsampling incur close to 0 delay since they are simple to compute.
Upon detecting one or more transmissions and their spectrum profile, a receiver tries to decode all the detected frames and discard the ones that do not have its address as the destination. To further reduce processing overhead, one may optionally use PN sequence to encode receiver address so that the receiver can use simple cross correlation to detect if the frame is destined to itself (i.e., a spike in the correlation between the received signal and it address encoded in PN sequence indicates the frame has its address). The receiver then only decodes the ones destined to itself, instead of attempting to decode all the frames.
Detecting The Spectrum
To achieve the per-frame spectrum adaptation, the receiver should know which center frequency and channel width the sender uses for transmission. One way to enable this is to coordinate the spectrum usage before communication (e.g., using RTS/CTS exchange or control channel). Such coordination incurs significant overhead. Moreover, RTS/CTS exchange may not be possible without a shared channel between the sender and receiver. Another option is to let the receiver detect spectrum based on the characteristics of incoming signals. This is challenging because the flexible spectrum access not only allows the sender to freely change the center frequency and bandwidth but also lets it potentially transmit multiple signals concurrently. This significantly increases the number of ways in which spectrum is used.
Without loss of generality, this section assumes the center frequency of the RF hardware is 0MHz (e.g., a 20MHz signal spans from -10MHz to 10MHz). Also, we assume that the center frequency of an incoming signal is discrete and set to maximize the number of narrow channels in a 20MHz channel (i.e., 10MHz channel uses -5MHz and 5MHz as center frequency, and 5MHz channel uses -7.5MHz, -2.5MHz, 2.5MHz, and 7.5MHz as center frequency). This reduces the number of possible channels with little impact on spectrum efficiency. Below we first introduce 802.11a frame detection in Section 3.2.1. Then we develop a simple baseline scheme that uses temporal and spectral analysis for spectrum detection in Section 3.2.2. In Section 3.2.3, we propose a novel spectrum detection method that exploits the 802.11a preamble signature in frequency domain.
802.11a frame detection
To give better understanding on the spectrum detection method, let us briefly explain how a normal 802.11 receiver detects the frame. The 802.11a preamble consists of Short Training Field (STF) and Long Training Field (LTF), where STF is used for the frame detection and LTF is used for the channel estimation. STF has a special property in time domain. It has ten periods, each with 16 samples, altogether 160 samples. The 802.11a receiver takes advantage of this periodicity to detect the preamble. It first measures the energy of the received signal r as
, where L is the number of signals used for energy measurement and * represents the complex conjugate of the signal. If P is higher than a given threshold, it performs auto-correlation check to see if the incoming signal is an 802.11a frame. The auto-correlation of the signal with d delayed samples C d is:
. As the preamble has a period of 16 samples, the receiver uses m 16 as the detection metric. If m 16 is higher than the threshold γ, it considers a valid 802.11a frame is detected and starts further processing.
Spectral and Temporal analysis based spectrum detection (STD)
When the channel width of the transmitted signal is unknown to the receiver, it can be identified either by temporal analysis or spectral analysis of STF. Temporal analysis based detection detects the bandwidth of the signal using the characteristic of STF in the time domain. Specifically, the signal duration is inversely proportional to the bandwidth, so a narrowband signal lasts longer. For example, the duration of 20MHz and 10MHz signals are 50 ns and 100 ns, respectively. When a receiver using a larger bandwidth gets STF from a transmitter using a narrower band, it sees more samples every period. For example, STF on a 10MHz channel takes 1600 ns to transmit 16 repeated samples. A receiver using 20MHz will sample the signal every 50 ns and get 32 samples every period. Similarly, an incoming 5MHz STF signal yields 64 samples every period to the receiver using 20MHz. The temporal detection estimates the channel width using this property by measuring the number of samples in each period of a received STF. xGiven the received signal, the receiver measures m 16, m32, and m64. If all m k s are below γ, the signal is considered as non-802.11a signal and ignored. Otherwise, it selects the channel width that gives the best match.
Although the temporal detection is useful for estimating the channel width, it is still insufficient since it cannot identify the center frequency of the signal. Moreover, it does not work when the center frequencies of the sender and receiver are not aligned. Spectral analysis can be used to detect both the center frequency and the channel width by measuring the energy of the signal in the frequency domain. The receiver calculates Power Spectral Density (PSD) by performing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the received signal to identify both the channel width and center frequency.
However, this approach cannot distinguish how many transmissions exist in the detected spectrum when multiple transmissions continuously occupy the spectrum. For example, suppose that 10MHz spectrum is occupied by two 5MHz channel signals. Only relying on the spectral analysis cannot tell whether it is one transmission on a 10MHz channel or two transmissions on two consecutive 5MHz channels. To address this issue, the temporal analysis and spectral analysis should be used jointly. When the spectral analysis detects spectrum is occupied from -5MHz to 5MHz, the temporal analysis is used to identify the exact channel width by comparing m 32 and m 64. If both m64 and m32 are below γ, the signal is ignored. Otherwise, if m 64 is higher than m32, it considers the spectrum is occupied by two 5MHz signals; if not, it is considered as one 10MHz signal. This process is repeated for every possible spectrum combination in general and becomes computationally intensive when the sensed spectrum spans 20MHz due to many ways of occupying 20MHz spectrum.
Our Detection: Fine-grained Spectrum Detection (FSD)
In this section, we introduce a novel spectrum detection method that exploits the magnitude pattern of 802.11a STF in the frequency domain. The standard STF consists of 12 subcarriers with unit magnitude and 54 subcarriers with zero energy [19] . The interval between adjacent subcarriers with non-zero energy is 4 except some subcarriers near the guardband or the center, as shown in Figure 3 (a) . We call such an interval as subcarrier interval. In Section 3.1, we mentioned that 5, 10, and 20MHz channel signals have different subcarrier widths. While the number of subcarriers is fixed to 64, the subcarrier width of 20MHz channel signal is four times and twice as that of 10MHz and 5MHz channel signals, respectively. We exploit this property to detect the channel width. Suppose a receiver whose channel width is tuned to 20MHz gets a signal from a sender using a 10MHz channel. Because the subcarrier width of the 20MHz receiver is twice as large as that of the 10 MHz sender, the signals of 2 subcarriers from 10MHz sender are merged into one subcarrier of 20MHz receiver, which reduces the subcarrier interval from 4 to 2 as shown in Figure 3 (b) . Likewise, the subcarrier interval of 5MHz STF is 1 to the 20MHz receiver as shown Figure  3 (c).
(e) These interval differences let us easily determine the channel width, center frequency, and number of channels. For example, comparing Figure 3 (b) and (d), one can easily see the preamble pattern of one 10MHz channel transmission is visibly different from that of the two 5MHz transmissions in the same spectrum. Depending on the combination of the channels that the sender chooses, it generates 29 different preamble patterns on a 20MHz spectrum. ML detection algorithm: The above observation on the preamble patterns in the frequency domain transforms the spectrum detection problem into a pattern matching problem. As different channel combinations yield different preamble patterns at the subcarrier level, the detector can identify the spectrum by determining the pattern of the transmitted preamble. We develop a Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection algorithm. It is optimal when the probabilities of all of the channel combinations are equal. Let Y ∈ R 64 be the magnitude vector of the received preamble in the frequency domain generated by performing FFT-64 on the received STF signals, and X i be one of the possible preamble magnitude patterns generated by the channel combination (i ∈ {1, ..., 29}). Let P (X i | Y) be the likelihood function that the transmitted preamble magnitude pattern is X i given the received preamble Y. We use the ML detection to find X i that maximizes the likelihood:
The second equality is according to Bayes Theorem, and the third equality is because P (Y ) is a constant and P (X i) is the same for all X i since we do not have a priori that a certain magnitude pattern is more likely.
Next we show the ML detection essentially finds X i that minimizes the Euclidean distance between the received signals and possible candidates across different subcarriers. Assuming Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel and the probability distribution of all subcarriers are identical and independently distributed (i.i.d.),
where σ is noise variance of the channel and x k i and y k represent the value of the kth element of X i and Y, respectively. As each transmitted subcarrier has either unit or zero magnitude, x k i is either 1 or 0. The result of the above ML detection does not change over the log-likelihood function. So we have
As a result, ignoring the invariants over i, the ML detection finds X i that minimizes
, which is the Euclidean distance between Y and X i. The detection algorithm optimizes the following objective:
Binary detection to reduce the complexity: Our above Euclidean distance based detection can yield high accuracy, but calculating the Euclidean distance between the received magnitude vector and every possible candidate can be computationally costly. To reduce the computational cost, we also propose a binary detection method. It first classifies y k to either 1 or 0 depending on its magnitude, and calculates
and y k are all binary numbers, X i and Y can be represented as 64 bits sequences.
Then calculating
and Y (i.e., hamming distance). The resulting binary detection algorithm is represented aŝ
where ⊕ is bitwise XOR operation.
The complexity of the binary detection algorithm is O(nk), where n is the number of subcarriers and k is the number of possible channel combinations. Specifically, in the proposed system design, n is 64 and k is 29. Due to simple XOR operation, this can be computed quickly. As shown in Section 5, the average processing time of the detection algorithm in SORA is 4μs with negligible variance. It will be much shorter if implemented in hardware chipset.
Discussion
Other WiFi standards: The spectrum detection above exploits specific structure in IEEE 802.11a preamble. One might wonder if this detection is applicable to the other 802.11 wireless standards. Our detection method is applicable as long as the detection preamble has inherently similar structure to the 802.11a STF in the frequency domain. Fortunately, IEEE 802.11n and 802.11ac maintain the same design of STF, so FSD is directly applicable to them. For example, 802.11n 40MHz STF has 128 subcarriers; among them, there are 24 subcarriers with unit magnitude with 4 subcarrier intervals [20] . Similarly for 80MHz and 160MHz STF in 802.11ac [21] . Now the remaining issue is if the algorithm is scalable enough for detection on a wider spectrum. Increasing channel width increases the number of ways in which spectrum can be used, and makes detection more costly. To address the issue, we can combine coarse energy detection with fine-grained spectrum detection. In the carrier sensing process, an 802.11ac device is required to separately perform CCA for every 20MHz channel. If the signal is detected on a 20MHz channel, it further performs FSD to find the subband usage pattern. If the energy of the 20MHz channel is below CCA threshold, FSD is not performed. In the worst case, the signal spans a 160MHz channel and spectrum detection on a 160MHz channel is close to eight times as that on a 20MHz channel since the detection cost is dominated by identifying how each of the eight 20MHz channel is used. We believe the increased detection cost is acceptable considering that 802.11ac devices are inherently more powerful than 802.11a devices in order to handle up to eight times sample rate, up to 8 spatial streams, and more complex modulation and channel coding, such as 256-QAM and LDPC [21] .
Once the spectrum is detected, the receiver decodes the signal on the detected spectrum using the decoding scheme as specified by the standard. Namely, FSA does not affect decoding. For example, if MIMO is used, MIMO processing is evoked during the decoding as usual. Detection accuracy: Note that one may be concerned that STF is too short for us to reliably extract frequency domain signal and cause noisy results since we do not know when STF starts. Fortunately, this is not an issue since we only rely on the magnitude pattern in the preamble for detection. As long as the error in detecting starting time is within cyclic prefix (CP) (i.e., a guard interval in OFDM), this error only affects phase but not magnitude and will be cancelled out during channel compensation. Therefore, we can get correct magnitude of the received STF as long as the FFT-64 window resides within 160 STF samples, and hence our detection is robust even for short STF. Antenna gain control (AGC): As shown in the previous section, the transmitted STF signal varies according to the channel width. Since a receiver performs AGC using the received STF, one might wonder if it affects AGC. Since it is difficult to find the exact starting sample of STF when it is detected, the exact pattern of STF is not utilized in AGC [13, 8] . Instead existing AGC algorithms control the hardware gain parameter using the running average of the received STF magnitude. Since the average magnitude of transmitted STF remains the same across different channel widths, different STF patterns have little impact on AGC.
Bidirectional traffic:
When there is bi-directional traffic, FSA can be applied independently in both directions. Namely, node A can freely select the spectrum to transmit to node B and node B detects the spectrum in use based on the received preamble pattern and decodes the signals on the detected spectrum. Similarly, node B freely selects the spectrum to transmit to node A and node A also detects the spectrum using the preamble pattern and decodes the detected signals. If one of the nodes, say node A is an AP and communicates with multiple clients, the ACKs from the clients may overlap in time and the AP will detect the spectrum used by each ACK and decodes the ACKs in the order of their arrival time.
SPECTRUM ADAPTATION

Problem Specification
Given the capability of changing the spectrum on a per-frame basis, a natural question arises which spectrum should be assigned to a given transmission. In this paper, we consider the spectrum adaptation in an enterprise WLAN where all the APs are connected through an Ethernet and can be managed using a central controller. We focus on downlink traffic from APs to clients since downlink traffic often dominates the total traffic [16, 4] . While significant work has been done on channel assignment in WLAN, spectrum adaptation considered here differs from these existing works in the following important aspects. First, existing channel assignments assume an AP can transmit one frame at a time, whereas our flexible baseband design allows an AP to possibly transmit multiple frames simultaneously on different spectrum. Second, most channel assignment schemes (e.g., [14, 17, 18, 28] ) consider fixed channel width and center frequency. The flexible spectrum access enables us to dynamically change the channel width and center frequency and makes the channel assignment significantly different and have much larger search space. In particular, there can be an arbitrarily large numbers of channels in a given spectrum depending on the center frequency and channel width. Third, most existing channel assignments restrict an AP to use the same channel to communicate with all its clients for an extended duration of time. This is necessary due to significant overhead involved in changing the channels and also difficulties for the receivers to identify the spectrum used by the sender. [27] tries to alleviate the restrictions and consider flexible spectrum allocation. However, due to significant channel switching overhead (over 4ms) and the lack of per-frame spectrum detection at a receiver, its channel is adapted in a much longer time scale and it has to use multiple interfaces to hide the channel switching delay. Finally, our allocation problem differs from OFDMA scheduling (e.g., [11] ) in that OFDMA supports only synchronous transmissions while FSA can support asynchronous transmissions and allows a new mini-frame to start in the middle of other scheduled transmissions, which is common in asynchronous WiFi networks. Such an increased flexibility significantly increases the search space in the schedule and has the potential to yield better performance. It is feasible to use any part of the spectrum for a new transmission due to our finegrained spectrum access and detection. Inspired by the existing works, we aim to completely remove all these restrictions and dy-namically adapt the spectrum on a per-frame basis according to the instantaneous channel condition.
Our spectrum adaptation problem can be formulated as follows. Given a frame and SNR to the client across the entire spectrum, we decide which spectrum and start time should be assigned to the frame in order to optimize a given objective while ensuring interfering transmissions cannot overlap in time and spectrum. The objective we use in this paper is the finish time. In particular, we use the finish time of all transmissions as the primary objective; if this is equal, then we use the finish time of a new transmission to be scheduled as the secondary objective for tie-breaking when the primary objective is the same. Our algorithm can be easily extended to support other objectives.
Our Adaptation Algorithm
Challenge : The main challenge in the spectrum adaptation is the huge search space. Not only can a frame be placed in any part of the spectrum with different center frequency and channel width, but also a frame may not even occupy a continuous block of spectrum. This significantly increases the search space. Joint spectrum adaptation and scheduling: In order to limit the search space, we use the following approach to discretize possible spectrum choices. We divide a frame into multiple mini-frames and divide the entire spectrum into multiple mini-channels. Our evaluation divides a frame with 1000-byte payload into 4 mini-frames, and uses 5MHz as the bandwidth of mini-channel. Then our goal is to determine where to place mini-frames (i.e., which mini-channel and what is the starting time) to minimize finish time. A frame is allowed to occupy non-contiguous spectrum if needed.
We use the following greedy assignment with iterative improvement. For each incoming mini-frame, we first determine an initial assignment of the mini-channel and start time by going through all the mini-channels to find the one that optimizes our objective. Specifically, on each mini-channel we find the earliest start time such that the new mini-frame can transmit without interfering any existing scheduled transmissions while optimizing the finish time. We compute the finish time by measuring the SNR of the minichannel and mapping the SNR to data rate according to the standard SNR to data rate mapping table (e.g., the one in [25] ). Next we go through each existing scheduled transmission to see if it is possible to swap the new transmission with one of them to further improve performance. If so, we swap with the existing transmission that gives the largest improvement. Otherwise, we stick to the initial assignment. Then we move on to the next mini-frame. Figure 4 (a) shows an example schedule, where (i, j) denotes the mini-frame that is in the i-th frame's j-th chuck. This 2-D schedule exploits the fact that our baseband allows an AP to transmit multiple frames simultaneously if needed. In comparison, the existing channel assignments, including latest ones (e.g., [1, 27] ), assume an AP can only transmit one frame at a time, thereby limiting the spectrum efficiency. Moreover, as it shows, different mini-frames do not synchronize in time due to our flexible baseband design. Joint spectrum adaptation, scheduling, and AP assignment: So far, we focus on the spectrum adaptation and scheduling, and implicitly assume that clients have already been associated with an AP. However, there is inter-dependency between the spectrum adaptation and AP association. Simply assigning to the closest AP or the AP with the highest SNR is not always the best choice (e.g., such an AP may be overloaded). Therefore, we propose a simple extension to support joint AP assignment, scheduling, and spectrum adaptation, which considers a 3-D schedule: (AP, mini-channel, time) as shown in Figure 4(b) . It uses the same search strategy as the above except that now it searches over the 3-D dimension: which AP, which mini-channel, and when to start in order to minimize finish time. As before, we first greedily find the earliest time to schedule the mini-frame and then use iterative improvement, which may swap the new mini-frame with one of the scheduled (but not yet transmitted) mini-frame if it improves performance.
Speed up:
To enhance efficiency, for each mini-frame, we consider only a few top APs and a few top mini-channels in terms of SNR under no interference as candidate APs and channels, and prune the remaining APs and mini-channels from the search. Our evaluation considers the top 25% APs and mini-channel combinations. Moreover, when considering candidates for swap, only the transmissions that interfere with the new transmission are considered since otherwise swapping with it does not affect the new transmission's schedule.
TESTBED EXPERIMENTS
We implement FSA in SORA [33] on top of its IEEE 802.11a OFDM implementation. Our implementation includes the entire baseband system design specified in Section 3 based on User-Mode Extension (UMX) and PHY API provided in SORA SDK 1.6. We use DELL XPS 850 with Intel i7 Quad-core processor and 8GB memory for testbed setup. Without FPGA-level modification, we enable sampling rate conversion, center frequency shifting, concurrent transmission of multiple frames in different subbands, finegrained spectrum detection, and decoding a single frame from subband in real-time. However, due to the capacity limit of the general purpose processor, we cannot decode multiple frames concurrently transmitted through multiple subbands in real time on SORA, so decoding is done offline using the captured signal dump as follow. The narrowband signal generated by the SORA node is transmitted over the air, and the receiver captures it using the signal capturing tool provided by SORA SDK under various channel conditions. The captured signals are fed to the SORA receiver to evaluate the spectrum detection and frame decoding performance offline. In some experiments, we use USRP2 devices to generate narrowband interference to understand its impact.
Spectrum Detection
One of the key techniques in FSA is spectrum detection scheme that allows fine-grained spectrum access without coordination with the receiver. To evaluate the spectrum detection performance, we place the transmitter and the receiver in various locations and measure the detection performance in varying channel conditions from 0 to 20 dB SNR. To demonstrate the advantage of FSA detection algorithm, we compare its performance with the temporal and spectral analysis based detection method introduced in Section 3.2.2 in terms of the detection accuracy and delay. Detection accuracy: Figure 5 shows the detection accuracy under various SNR channels, where FSA and STD represent the proposed detection algorithm and spectral and temporal analysis based detection, respectively. We classify the measured results into 4 categories according to the SNR range, and plot the average detection probability in each range. Our testbed can run the proposed detection algorithm in real-time, but for fair comparison, we capture the received signal in the dump file and compare the detection performance using the same signal. To present the quality of the measured links, we plot the average frame delivery rate when the spectrum is known at the receiver and 6 Mbps rate Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) is used. Figure 5 shows that FSA achieves almost perfect detection performance. From 5 to 20 dB SNR range, FSA yields over 99% detection accuracy. In the severely degraded channel where the frame delivery rate is 10% (0 -5 dB SNR in Figure 5) , FSA still achieves 96% detection accuracy. The accuracy of FSA is comparable to that of the more computation intensive Euclidean Distance (ec) based detection, which is also our scheme and achieves accuracy of 98%. Therefore we focus on the binary detection due to its high accuracy and low computational cost in the remaining evaluation. In comparison, the detection accuracy of STD is unacceptable: when SNR is higher than 15 dB, it also shows close to 100% detection rate; but in 10 -15 dB SNR range, its detection accuracy already drops to 80%, and when SNR is below 10 dB, its detection accuracy is only around 20%. Why FSA and STD yield significantly different accuracy? FSA detects the spectrum using the magnitude patterns of the 64 subcarriers, which transforms the spectrum detection problem into pattern matching problem. With ML detection, it finds the pattern that gives the closest match. Assuming the binary magnitude, there are 2 64 possible states of the subcarrier magnitude, but the number of possible preamble patterns is only 29, so the magnitude decision error of a few subcarriers is easily recovered in the ML detection process. The minimum hamming distance among the possible preamble patterns is 12. In coding theory, when the minimum hamming distance is d, the number of correctable errors is
[30], which means FSA can tolerate mis-detection of 5 subcarriers magnitude. This implies that ideally our detection method is tolerable in a channel that gives 8% BER in BPSK modulation. On the other hand, the detection performance of STD relies on PSD analysis and temporal correlation check, which are sensitive to the channel noise. First of all, if PSD analysis mis-detects the allocated spectrum, there is no way to correct it. Moreover, when the estimated spectrum width is more than 10MHz, it performs temporal correlation comparison to identify the subband type, but this is unreliable in the low SNR channel. Figure 6 evaluates the detection performance using various transmitted signal bandwidth in 0 -20dB SNR channel. Increasing the spectrum width makes the detection more challenging because the power of STF is distributed over wider spectrum, which reduces the reliability, and a wider band also gives more possible subband combinations. The result in Figure 6 shows that FSA is not affected by the signal bandwidth while STD yields lower detection accuracy as the bandwidth gets larger. Figure 7 compares the performance in different fading channel. We measure the intensity of the fading using the magnitude variance of the subcarriers in the received frame. We place the nodes at different locations so that each link experiences distinct fading intensity, and measures the detection accuracy using the received signal capture. If the channel is flat, every subcarrier has similar magnitude and the variance is small. If the channel is frequency selective (i.e., severe fading), the variance becomes large. Based on our observation, a variance of less than 0.1 indicates a flat channel, and a variance of larger than 0.4 indicates severe fading. Figure 7 is measured in channel with SNR 0 to 20dB. It shows STD only works in flat fading channel and its performance significantly degrades in medium level fading channel. On the other hand, FSA achieves over 97% detection accuracy even under severe fading.
Detection delay:
For the real-time spectrum adaptation, the detection algorithm needs to be processed within the preamble time. In 802.11a, it should be done in 8 μs as the sampling rate and filtering parameters should be changed before LTF starts. Therefore, it is desirable that the detection algorithm is not only accurate but also computationally efficient. We compare the processing time of FSA and STD. This result is from our SORA testbed and it should be much shorter if it is implemented in the dedicated signal processing chipset, but this experiment demonstrates the relative complexity difference between FSA and STD. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution (CDF) of the detection delay when we measure the processing time of the detection algorithm 200 times for every The reason for the huge detection delay variance of STD is that its processing time depends on the detected subband width as shown in Figure 9 . When the detected bandwidth is 5MHz, the spectral analysis can determine the subband type without further processing and achieves detection delay of 1 μs. However, if the detected bandwidth is more than 5MHz, it performs low pass filtering, frequency shifting, and auto-correlation check to identify the subband type. When 20MHz channel width is detected, it iteratively performs filtering and frequency shifting several times to check many possibilities, which takes 149 μs to process on average. On the other hand, FSA has almost constant computational cost regardless of the detected bandwidth, so its variance is small, which simplifies hardware implementation.
Spectrum Adaptation
Next we evaluate the performance gain of the fine-grained spectrum adaptation. We implement the spectrum allocation algorithm in Section 4 and compare its throughput with the fixed channel width approach. The channel bandwidth is 20MHz and the devices use flexible subband width from 5MHz to 20MHz as specified in Section 3. The AP selects the transmission rate from 6Mbps to 24Mbps based on the SNR feedback from the clients. We use 1
APs and 3 clients due to the limit of number of SORA nodes we have. When the AP allocates the spectrum and transmits the signal, the clients capture them. We evaluate the throughput by decoding them offline. We further evaluate larger scale networks using simulation in Section 6.
The testbed experiments evaluate the impact of the frequency diversity and how well FSA copes with the narrowband interference. For the latter case, we use a USRP2 device to generate 2MHz narrowband signal to interfere with some of the links in the testbed. We vary the location of the AP and clients, and report the average throughput from 10 runs with different channel conditions. Figure 10 compares the throughput of FSA and the fixed channel width approach (fixed). The results are sorted by the throughput of the fixed channel width approach. In Figure 10(a) , there is no interference and the throughput gain comes from the frequency diversity. In Figure 10(b) , there is narrowband interference and the performance gain of FSA comes from both interference mitigation and frequency diversity. In the experiment without interference, FSA achieves the throughput gain of 27%. Since our allocation lets the AP use the subbands with higher SNR to communicate with each client, it improves link quality and increases the data rate. This gain increases with the number of clients or the width of spectrum [25] . But even with 3 clients and 20MHz spectrum, the gain is already significant.
When the clients are affected by the narrowband interference, the throughput gain of FSA increases to 110%. Though the interference is only 2MHz, it significantly degrades SNR for the fixed bandwidth approach. FSA avoids using the subbands with interference while taking full advantage of the subbands with high SNR.
SIMULATION
Next we use trace-driven simulation to evaluate the performance of spectrum adaptation.
Simulation Methodology
We compare the following spectrum assignment schemes: (i) random channel assignment with the fixed channel width (20MHz) and center frequency (RANDOM), (ii) greedy channel assignment that assigns the AP to the channel with least interference based on AP-to-AP interference again with the fixed channel width and center frequency (GREEDY), (iii) per-frame spectrum adaptation to change center frequency but fixing the channel width to 20MHz (FSA-fixed), (iv) per-frame spectrum adaptation with variable channel width where the minimum channel width is 5MHz (FSA-variable), and (v) FLUID-like scheme with a switching interval of 1 ms and 6 ms (FLUID -1 ms/6 ms). Like FSA, FLUID also supports flexible channel widths, but an AP can transmit only one frame on any spectrum at a time, cannot split a frame across non-contiguous spectrum, and cannot change the spectrum within 6 ms to avoid the channel switching overhead. We also use 1 ms as the channel switching interval to reflect faster hardware in the future. We call the scheme FLUID-like since we did not implement the exact search heuristic described in [27] but use the same greedy search heuristic as FSA so that the performance difference between FSA and FLUID is due to the flexibility of the spectrum adaptation but not the quality of specific search algorithm, which can be applied to improve both protocols. For each spectrum assignment scheme, we run it with the following two different AP assignments: (i) assigning a client to the AP with the highest SNR (2D scheduling) and (ii) joint AP assignment (3D scheduling).
We collect the RSS traces using SORA nodes and varying the sender and receiver's locations. In this way, we measure RSS from 50 different links, each with 1000 frames. The traces report SNR for every 5MHz channel across the entire 80MHz spectrum. We randomly map an AP-to-client link to one of the links in the traces. The SNR of the links ranges from 3dB to 20dB. We generate saturated traffic from the APs, record the finish time of different schemes, and calculate throughput as the total traffic transmitted divided by the time it takes. Transmission rate is selected as either 6Mbps, 12Mbps, or 24Mbps depending on the channel SNR.
In the simulator, each frame is divided into 4 mini-frames and a 20MHz channel is split into four 5MHz channels. In order to speed up FSA, we consider top 25% of mini-channels and APs in terms of SNR from the APs to the clients as candidate channels and APs.
Simulation Results
Varying the number of APs: Figure 11 compares different channel assignment schemes under the static AP assignment. We make several observations. First, as expected, FSA-variable > FSAfixed ≈ FLUID > RANDOM and GREEDY. On average, FSAvariable out-performs static channel assignment (RANDOM and GREEDY) by 88% by adapting the spectrum per frame so that it can use the best spectrum for each transmission. FSA-variable out-performs FSA-fixed by 25% by leveraging fine-grained spectrum access instead of restricting to 20MHz channel. FSA-variable out-performs FLUID by 26% by supporting multiple transmissions, non-contiguous spectrum allocation, and more frequent spectrum adaptation. Second, as the number of APs increases, the throughput of all schemes improves quickly initially and then tapers off since the spectrum instead of the number of APs becomes the bottleneck when there are enough APs. Figure 12 (a) further compares different channel assignment schemes using joint AP assignment. FSA-variable > FSA-fixed > FLUID > RANDOM and GREEDY. On average, FSA-variable out-performs FSA-fixed by 47%, FLUID by 66%, and static channel assignment (RANDOM and GREEDY) by 155%. FSA-fixed out-performs FLUID since it can change center frequency more frequently whenever needed. Moreover, comparing Figure 11 and Figure 12 (a), we observe that the benefit of joint AP and FSA-variable is 27% on average over its static AP assignment counterpart. Varying the spectrum: Figure 12 (b) compares various schemes as we vary the available spectrum from 20MHz to 80MHz. The relative ranking of various schemes stays the same. Moreover, as the spectrum becomes wider, the benefit of flexible channel adaptation increases due to more significant frequency diversity and narrowband interference in a wider spectrum. For example, FSA-variable out-performs the other schemes by 35% -86% under one channel, and out-performs the others by 37% -238% under four channels. Varying the number of clients: Figure 12 (c) compares various schemes as we vary the number of clients. As before, the flexible channel assignment with joint AP assignment performs the best. On average, FSA-variable out-performs FSA-fixed by 43%, FLUID -6 ms by 85%, FLUID -1 ms by 64%, and RANDOM and GREEDY by 126%. We can see that the number of clients does not significantly affect the performance in all the schemes. This is because that once the scheduling queue becomes saturated, the number of frames that can be processed within the same time is almost fixed for a given spectrum assignment scheme regardless of the number of clients. Next we use simulation to further compare FSA and WiFi-NC since the performance of WiFi-NC depends on the FFT configuration and Cyclic Prefix (CP). Similar to FSA, WiFi-NC also achieves the benefit of narrowband transmissions by dividing a channel into multiple subbands. The main difference is that WiFi-NC always uses a fixed narrow subband width while FSA uses variable widths. The downside of using variable channel width is that it requires an agreement between the sender and the receiver on the channel width. Section 5.1 shows we can accurately and efficiently detect the center frequency and channel width, so it is not a concern. A major limitation of the fixed narrow subband approach is that it needs more guard bands as the total channel width increases. To overcome it, WiFi-NC uses a very narrow guard band (i.e., 100 KHz) and sharp cutoff filter. An inherent problem of the sharp cutoff filter is that it disperses symbols over time, which might increase inter symbol interference (ISI) [5, 23] . To enhance robustness against ISI, WiFi-NC uses a longer CP (i.e., from 16 to 32) and increases FFT size from 64 to 128 to keep the ratio of data symbol to CP the same. However, this does not completely remove the overhead because (i) in some scenarios even CP with 32 samples is insufficient and can degrade SNR, and (ii) if we keep the CP size to 16 while increasing FFT size to 128, we can decrease the overhead ratio from 1 4 to 1 8 . In this section, we compare WiFi-NC and FSA using simulation. We first see the impact of the narrow guard band and sharp cutoff filtering in fading channel. Using MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox, we design elliptic low pass filter with variable cutoff bandwidths. According to [5] , we use 100KHz cutoff bandwidth filter generated by ellipord function in MATLAB. We model the fading channel using Root Mean Square (RMS) of the delay spread. In home and office environment, RMSs are considered as 20 ns and 100 ns, respectively [22] . Figure 13 compares the quality of the received signal in various guard band width, CP length, and delay spreads. We divide a 20MHz channel into four 5MHz subbands, where the guard band width of WiFi-NC is 100KHz and the guard band width of 802.11a standard 5MHz is 712KHz [19] , respectively. The received signal in each subband is filtered by elliptic filter where the cutoff bandwidth is set to the guard band width. In Figure 13 , the received signal SNR is measured according to the error vector magnitude (EVM) [29] . CP sizes are set to 16 and 32. The result shows that in both home environment (RMS of 20 ns ) and office environment (RMS of 100 ns), the quality of the signal with standard guard band is not affected by the CP size. As the CP size of 16 is enough to compensate ISI even in 100 ns RMS channel, increasing CP size does not improve the signal quality. On the other hand, the signal with narrow guard band experiences SNR reduction due to ISI from both multi-path fading and sharp filtering, and it is more serious when the CP size is 16. When the channel SNR is 30 dB and the RMS of the delay spread is 100 ns, SNR is 5dB lower than the signal with standard guard band in the same channel. A longer CP reduces the signal quality degradation, but even using a CP with 32 samples still yields 1-2 dB lower SNR than the signal with normal guard band, which suggests even a longer CP is required in this scenario.
Comparison with WiFi-NC
Next we compare the throughput of WiFi-NC and FSA. We assume WiFi-NC and FSA use CP size of 32 and 16, respectively, while FFT size is fixed to 128. The channel bandwidth is assumed to be 40MHz, where FSA randomly divides it into 1 to 3 subbands. The guard band width of FSA is set to 600KHz, which is confirmed not to incur any SNR loss with CP size of 16 in 100 ns RMS channel. We assume that the frame aggregation is used so that WiFi-NC and FSA have the same MAC overhead. RMS of the channel is set to 20 ns to model the fading characteristic in home environment. Figure 14 shows the throughput in 5 different SNR channels. Here the transmission rate is selected as the one that gives the highest throughput in the given channel condition. The result shows FSA achieves 20% higher average throughput than WiFi-NC. The gains come from the following factors. First, as WiFi-NC uses longer CP than FSA, it has larger constant overhead (around 5% more). Second, even with a longer CP, the signal quality is still lower than FSA with a smaller CP due to sharp filtering. This yields more errors and reduces throughput.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop the first per-frame spectrum adaptation approach and prototype for WiFi networks. It consists of a flexible baseband design, a fast and accurate spectrum detection method, and an effective spectrum adaptation algorithm. Through implementation and simulation, we show this fine-grained spectrum adaptation significantly out-performs the existing approaches. It can also be incrementally deployed by adding APs with this capability while supporting legacy clients and APs. As part of our future work, we plan to conduct field trials to further understand and improve its performance in different environments.
